
Dear  Martino,

Thank you very much for your comments and questions.

Dear authors,

I read the last version of your AN. Here are a few comments.

Regards,

Martino

1) I did not find any study or comment about the ARC question to use the
J/Psi decay vertex for the proper decay length definition of the B
hadron. I know you performed several studies on this topic, but
apparently you did not include them in the AN. In any case, you should
explain in detail what is your strategy for the definition of the SV,
maybe you could add them in appendix B.

R/ We will add those studies in the cadi in a separate note. For the moment it is 
here:
https://hypernews.cern.ch/HyperNews/CMS/get/AUX/2016/03/19/01:48:12-36632-
Lifetime.pdf

2) L91-93: About the old story of the PV generation in the MC, do you
know what is the resolution used in the MC to generate the PV starting
from the BS? In any case I assume only one PV per event should be
generated in this way, the other PU vertices should have no constraint
on the BS position.
R/ We don't know for sure that number.

3) L175-180: Write here that the PDF for these BKGs are explained in
appendix D. However, you could add some informations here, like the BKG
fraction, the functional form of the PDFs, and maybe show some plots.
R/ We will follow your suggestion of indicating that the PDF for the backgrounds 
are described in the appendix D.

4) Below formula 7: You use the same resolution function for signal
events and BKG. I assume the different BKG components in formula 8 have
the same mass shape, isn't it? Could you show somewhere the plots of the
mass and PDL fits on the side bands to check these assumption are
correct?
R/ They are simultaneous fit (signal and sidebands), so the result of the 
sidebands fit is what you can see in our mass plots ( Figures 3-7 ). for the pdl 
we made the fit proyection for both sidebans and signal for all channels 
responding to a question from Kevin (see link below[1], question 3), here a 
example:

[1] https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/Main/Kevinquestions250216/CommentsKevin_v1.pdf

https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/pub/Main/Kevinquestions250216/CommentsKevin_v1.pdf


5) L200: About the efficiency ccalculation. What does it happen if you
divide the reconstructed PDL distribution by the corresponding generated
one, instead of using an exponential with the default lifetime?
R/ Behavior is basically the same. However, following Nuno's suggestion to reduce 
the uncertainty due to the limited MC statistics, we normalize using the 
theoretical exponential decay.

6) Figures 3 and 4: it seems as the pull distribution has a slightly
increasing behaviour vs PDL for the two highest statistic samples.
R/ It is statistically not significant

7) Systematic uncertainties: add the effect of propagating the error of
the efficiency vs PDL fit. Use also alternative functional forms for the
efficiency function.
R/ We will do it.

8) L307-311: Please add some results on the very important study showing
the level of agreement between the different data periods (e.g. trigger
versions).
R/ Done

9) Appendix A. The only missing choice in table 10 and in figures 8 and
9 is precisely the one you use as nominal choice in the analysis
(pointing angle + BS constraint). Could you add this numbers?
R/ unfortunately we do not have that information anymore due to a lost of the data
for that case. we will try to redo this for this case. 

10) Figure 18: On L177 you write that the BB mass distribution is
described by a single gaussian on the left of the Bs peak, but I would
say that the sum of the green events in figure 18 a and b is not a
gaussian. Could you show a comparison between these MC BKG samples and



the function you use to fit it?
R/ This study and the shape determination for the background was performed in the paper that 
measured BR(B0s->J/psi f0). We took the model as found there, which was motivated by MC studies at
generation level and Gaussian smearing. Nevertheless, the data will not necessarily match the shape 
obtained from an inclusive and fully reconstructed B -> J/psi X MC (not available). Such a 
reconstructed MC would not be completely reliable since it would depend on the BRs (not all 
measured) of channels (some not included) that are set in EvtGen.

11) Do Figures 23-27 refer to the fit using a single gaussian or the two
gaussians model? Could you show also the plot obtained using the other
approach?
R/ These plots are for the distribution of the uncertainties on the PDL. The model
for the uncertainties distribution is the same for one or two gaussian resolution 
model.

12) L503: "fixed to what reported in the PDG": do you mean that you
computed the BKG fraction according to the two different Branching
Ratios? What is the resulting BKG fraction? Did you consider to add this
0.2 um as an additional systematic error?
R/ yes, we did it. The  resulting BKG fraction is 16 %
For the moment we are considering this like a Cross check

Text

1) Table 1: the third sample should be RUN2012D, isnt't it?

R/ yes you are right. We will change it

2) Below formula 7: I woud add a sentence saying that you performed
additional studies adding a scale factor in the resolution function. Add
a reference to Appendix F.
R/ Done

3) L188-190: add a reference to appendix D. Write you use effective
lifetimes for the BB and B+ BKG and add some details of the fit (e.g.
write you fix the number and the lifetime of the B+ BKG to the results
obtained in appendix D).
R/ Done

4) Section 5: write in the text that you show the plots of the fitted
uncertainties in appendix F.
R/ Done

5) L305: you quote 2.6 um instead of 4 um in appendix E.
R/ It was a typo. It is 2.6, we will change it.

6) L371 is not in agreement with table 12: did you update the nominal
choice or not?



R/ We did not did it. we will do it.

7) Add a reference to appendix C, H, J and K in the text.
R/ Done

8) Figure 14: what is the difference between the two plots?
R/ they are the same. We need to remove one of them, we will do it.

9) Figure 20: could you add the fitted error distribution?
R/ we will do it.

10) L429: the cut is above 0.02 cm, not 0.2 cm.

R/ Done


